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1 Joint Differential Privacy

Last class we talked about game theory. We start today with a slight relaxation of differential
privacy from [KPRU14] that makes more sense in the context of games, and then instantiate
it in the mediated games we saw last week.

Definition 1. [Joint Differential Privacy (JDP)] A mechanism M : Dn → Rn is (ε, δ)-
jointly differentially private if ∀i, ∀x′i ∈ D, and ∀S ⊆ Rn−1,

Pr[M(x)−i ∈ S] ≤ exp(ε) Pr[M(x′i, x−i)−i ∈ S]

This definition says that we can partition the mechanism’s output into n pieces, where
each person gets one piece (e.g. their action in the equilibrium). Then JDP guarantees that
if you change your part of the input, the joint output to all the other players won’t change by
much, and infact that joint output will be differentially private with respect to your intput.
In this way, it protects each player from arbitrary coalitions of other players, in that even
if all other player’s shared their portion of the output, it still would not reveal much about
that player’s input.

Notice that we say nothing about how player i’s output is affected by changes in her input.
Her own output may be arbitrarily sensitive to her own input. In our running example of
a traffic routing game, if you say you want to drive to Florida today, you should get a very
different route than if you want to drive to Tech Square.

We now have a new privacy definition and we need mechanisms to satisfy it. One ex-
tremely helpful tool is the Billboard Lemma in [HHR+14], which reduces the design of JDP
mechanisms to the design of DP mechanisms, for which we already have a toolbox.

Lemma 2. [Billboard Lemma] LetM : Dn → R be (ε, δ)-differentially private, and consider
any collection of functions fi : Di×R → R′ for i ∈ [n], where Di is the portion of the database
containing i’s data. Then the composition {fi(Πi(D),M(D))} is (ε, δ)-joint-differentially-
private, where Πi : D → Di is the projection onto i’s data.

See figure 1 (after the references).

2 Mediated Games

Now let’s recall our mediated game from last week.
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Definition 3. A mediator is an algorithm M : (T ∪ {⊥})n → (A∪ {⊥})n mapping reported
types to suggested actions.

Before we cared about truthfulness. Now we care about a few other things because
players can deviate in three ways:

1. They can lie about their type

2. They can deviate from the suggested action

3. They can opt out of the mediator entirely

The new action space of this mediated game is:

A′ = {(t′, f)
∣∣ t ∈ T ∪ {⊥}, f : (A ∪ {⊥})→ A}.

That is, they can choose a type to report, and a function mapping their suggested action
to their choice of action. We’re interested in the good behavior strategy gi = (ti, id), where
players report their true type and use the identity function id : A→ A, i.e., faithfully follow
the suggested action.

Theorem 4. [RR14] Let M be a mediator satisfying (ε, δ)-joint-differential-privacy, and on
any input type vector t, with probability 1−β computes an α-pure-strategy-NE of the complete
information game defined by type vector t. Then good behavior forms an η-ex-post-NE of the
mediated game for η = α + 2(2ε+ β + δ)

The intuition behind this result lies in the use of JDP. If a player lies, then joint actions
suggested to others remain approximately unchanged. Player i’s best response to the action
profile of others will be suggested to her if she reports truthfully (i.e. incentive to be truthful
and participate), and if others follow good behavior, then deviating from the suggestion
implies deviating from the approximate pure strategy Nash equilibrium. For game theorists
/ economists, this reduced the problem of truthful mechanism design to the problem of
designing JDP algorithms for equilibrium computation.

3 Construction of JDP Mediated pure strategy equi-

librium

To this end, several recent papers, along with a fundamental result, have given construc-
tions of JDP mediators that give approximate pure-strategy Nash equilibrium with high
probability.

In [Mye81], a Bayes Nash equilibrium with a strong mediator (players must follow the
suggested action) is given for all games. In [KPRU14], a correlated equilibrium with a weak
mediator is given for any large game. In [RR14], an approximate pure Nash equilibrium with
a strong mediator is given for large congestion games. In [CKRW15], an approximate pure
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Nash equilibrium with a weak mediator is computed for large aggregate games. Further-
more the equilibrium is chosen to be approximately optimal for any given metric of social
welfare, and is computed in time comparable to the best known running time for computing
approximate NE in anonymous games (a subset of aggregate games).

Theorem 5. [CKRW15] For any d-dimensional and γ-aggregate game, ∃ a mediator that
implements an η-approximate Nash equilibrium with objective value L(x) ≤ OPT + η for
η = Õ(n1/3γ2/3d1/2)

Note that we assume γ is diminishing in n, for example if γ = 1/n, then η = Õ
( √

d
n1/3

)
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